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‐ Electrodynamic Ion Traps ‐
Instrument Description

Figure 1. The Electrodynamic Ion Traps (EIT) instrument package includes three interchangable ion traps
together with a comprehensive instruction guide (TV monitor not included).
The EIT package includes everything you need to do a broad range of qualitative and quantitative ion
trapping experiments. Components include:
1. The main chassis
2. Three plug‐in ion traps, each in a separate small black chassis:
a. The Ring Trap
b. The Linear Trap
c. The Single Particle Trap
3. A High‐Definition still+video camera, including live‐view HDMI video
4. Macro and micro optics for video viewing of trapped particles
5. Various “wands” for loading particles into traps
6. A vial of 25‐micron‐diameter particles (Lycopodium club moss spores) for trapping
7. A steerable green laser for particle illumination
8. Various accesory items, plus a storage rack for organizing the traps and tools
9. An HDMI cable to connect the camera to any flat‐screen television
This document describes and illustrates the hardware in the EIT instrument. See also our Guide to
Experiments and Physics of Electrodynamic Ion Traps documents, available at NewtonianLabs.com.

Figure 2. A view of the EIT main chassis, with the Ring Trap installed. Note the (green) cloud of
trapped ions, which are easily visible with the naked eye.

I. Three Interchangable Ion Traps
The EIT instrument includes three different ion traps, each of
which can be plugged into the main chassis to perform
different experiments. The above image shows the Ring Trap
(the small black chassis sitting atop the main chassis) in place,
with a cloud of trapped particles visible. The particles are
illuminated by a green laser, with is reflected downward by a
small folding prism. Note that even individual 25‐micron‐
diameter particles are visible to the naked eye, because the
laser illumination is so bright. By changing the AC trapping
electric fields, the DC static fields, the orientation of the ring,
the number of particles trapped, etc., one can observe many aspects of the dynamics of ion trapping.
In addition to the Ring Trap, the EIT apparatus includes two additional plug‐in traps: the Linear Trap, which
confines particles in two dimensions only, and the Single Particle Trap, which is designed for making a
series of quantitative measurements on single trapped particles.

Figure 3. (Top) The Ring Trap, with a large (green) cloud of trapped ions. (Bottom) A schematic diagram
of the Ring Trap. The side handles are for rotating the ring electrode. The chassis itself is grounded.

II. The Ring Trap
The main element of the Ring Trap is a copper ring, with an inner diameter of 16 mm, that is connected
to the AC high voltage (HV‐AC), providing up to 6 kV at 60 Hz. The electric field configuration near the
center of the ring is approximately that of a 3D quadrupole, and particles are trapped near the ring center.
Static electric fields are also applied using the lower copper plate (connected to HV‐DC). The ring can be
rotated about the horizontal axis shown, to provide different views of the trapped particles, and to
observe gravitation and static electrical influences on the trap. The Ring Trap is surrounded by a grounded
metal enclosure, with cutouts for loading and observing the particles. Laser light from a horizontal beam
is directed downward by a prism on top of the trap chassis, thus illuminating the trapped particles from
above. Video imaging is done using a macro lens and camera located behind the trap, yielding a live,
magnified view of the trapped particles. Still images taken with the camera have a resolution of about 30
microns, with 6‐micron pixels in the image plane.

Figure 4. The front panel of the main EIT chassis.
Front panel controls include (from right to left):
1. Power – This switch turns the instrument on and off.
2. HV‐AC Adjust – This knob controls the AC high voltage to the traps, which can be varied from zero
to 6 kilovolts RMS, at 60 Hz. The AC voltage provides the oscillatory electric fields that are used
for particle trapping. (Currents and energies are strongly limited in this instrument, for safety
reasons. See the note below.)
3. HV‐DC Adjust – The coarse and fine adjust knobs vary the DC high voltage to the traps, which can
be varied from zero to 1500 volts. The DC voltage provides static electric fields used to provide
static forces on the trapped particles.
4. HV‐DC Monitor – Provides a low‐voltage signal indicating the DC applied high voltage in the Single
Particle Trap: VSPT = 82(Vmon‐Voff), where Voff = 0.06 volts. A numerical model of the SPT then gives
the electric field at the trap center, ESPT = 4850(Vmon‐ Voff) volts/meter.
5. Pulse Generator – Generates a pulsed signal for strobing the laser or LED illumination. The T‐off
knob adjusts the “off” time of the pulsed signal (i.e. the time when the illumination is off), while
the T‐on knob adjusts the “on” time.
6. Strobe Monitor – For viewing the pulsed signal on the oscilloscope.
7. Strobe OUT – Output signal for controlling the laser or LED illumination.
8. LED Brightness – Adjusts the brightness of the LED illumination in the Single Particle Trap.
9. LED Strobe IN – Use to strobe the LED illumination. The Strobe OUT signal connects to this, or a
signal generator could be used.
10. Laser Strobe IN – Similar to the LED Strobe IN, but controls the laser illumination.
Note that all high‐voltage components are current‐limited to less than one milliamp, which is about at the
limit of human detectability. Furthermore, the trap capacitances are in the pF range, limiting possible
electric shock energies to less than a milliJoule. With these stringent safety measures, the high‐voltage
components of the EIT instrument are quite harmless.

Figure 5. A schematic view of the Linear Trap. Four copper rods are connected to HV‐AC to form a 2D
quadrupole field. Top and bottom plates connected to HV‐DC provide static electric fields to counter
gravity. Two teflon end caps prevent particles from leaking out the ends of the trap.

III. The Linear Trap
While the Ring Trap confines particles around a single central point, the Linear Trap applies forces in two
dimensions only, so particles are trapped along a central line. This is accomplished using four rod
electrodes, configured as shown in the diagram above. A horizontal beam of laser light shines along the
axis of the trap, illuminating the line of trapped particles.

Figure 6. A row if ions stably held in the Linear Trap. The spacing between particles is approximately
1 mm.

Figure 7. A schematic view of the Single Particle Trap. The field geometry is an axially symmetric 3D
quadrupole near the trap center, similar to the Ring Trap. The trap is enclosed to provide a more stable
environment, however, and a built‐in microscope objective allows one to image individual particles
while they are trapped.

IV. The Single‐Particle Trap
The Single‐Particle Trap (SPT) is designed for
making quantitative measurements on individual
trapped particles. The electric field geometry is a
3D quadrupole field near the trap center, which is
essentially the same geometry as the Ring Trap.
The nearly fully enclosed space greatly reduces air
currents, however, allowing single particles to be
trapped with excellent stability.
The upper and lower copper plates (see Figure
above) provide a parallel‐plate geometry for
applying a known static electric field to balance
gravity. Students can determine q/m for individual
trapped particles, and make quantitative
measurements of micromotion in the trap. For
example, the image at right shows micromotion at
different values of HV‐DC. In addition, the built‐in
microscope allows resolved imaging of particles while they are trapped, and from size measurements one
can determine the masses of individual particles. The microscope has an inherent resolution of 3 microns,
and still images taken with the camera have 0.8 microns per pixel in the image plane.

Figure 8. Lycopodium club moss spores are well suited for use as test particles with the Electrodynamic
Ion Traps apparatus. They are a good size, nearly spherical, inexpensive, and present essentially no
health risks (although people with bad alergies may experience the same response they have with mild
pollen particles). The top images show a series of spores photographed while they were trapped in the
Single Particle Trap. Each of the 12 images is 57 μm square, and the particles were measured to have
diameters of 26±2.5 μm. These 12 particles were trapped consecutively, and were not otherwise
selected. The additional image on the right shows two spores stuck together while trapped, as is
occasionally seen. The lower image is a high‐resolution electron micrograph of Lycopodium spores,
with a scale bar of 25 μm. Note that the characteristic “sphere with a corner” shape can be seen in the
optical images, which have a resolution of about three microns. The average material density in the
spores was measured to be 510±40 kg/m3, about half the density of water. [The electron microscope
image is from "Naturally occurring spore particles at planar fluid interfaces and in emulsions", B.P.
Binks, J.H. Clint, G. Mackenzie, C. Simcock and C.P. Whitby, Langmuir, 21, 8161‐8167 (2005), with
permission from the authors.]

